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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Melissa sitting in her home office, speaking on camera for the entire 

length of the video.   

Melissa has dark blonde hair and is wearing a light brown blazer jacket.  

Transcript 

Melissa Wankiewicz: 

Hi there. I'm Melissa Wankiewicz, Marketing Manager at Siteimprove. Today I want to walk you 

through the top three things that content publishers need to know about accessibility.  

[Upbeat music plays.  The title slide comes up with the words: Breakthrough. Siteimprove.  Then 

the scene returns to Melissa speaking on camera.] 

Whether you're writing content for your website, social media or an email, it's important to 

consider people who have four types of disabilities - visual, motor, hearing and cognitive.  

So here are a few things to keep in mind. First is structure. Headings are super important for 

anyone who has visual impairments or uses a screen reader to access the web. So you want to 

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/KQvA3btae9JVs9wC1ux4CF?


make sure that your headings are following a logical hierarchy. That means H1, followed by H2, 
H3, et cetera.  

You also want to make sure that you're actually using the proper heading tags rather than just 

using a bigger or bolder font.  

Next up is readability. Readability is important for any users who have cognitive disabilities, but 

it also just makes your content easier to scan for everyone else as well. To write for readability, 

make sure using short sentences, using bulleted lists whenever you can, avoiding complicated 
language and jargon and also making sure the left-align all of your text, including headings.  

The last thing I want to mention is link text. Using descriptive link text is important for anyone 

who's using a screen reader or has visual impairments where link is actually leading to. That's 

why we want to avoid using language like “Click Here” on our CTAs [call-to-actions] and instead 
be more descriptive about that destination.  

Those are the tips I have for you today. I hope they were helpful. Thanks for watching and make 
sure to check out other videos from our team.   
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